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always or inevitably miserable; natural kindness, which
was not killed but only partially paralysed by ethnic
morality, and which was always essentially Christian,
might indefinitely and in an indefinite number of instances
mitigate the bitterness of his lot; but theoretically he had
no more claim to consideration or care at the hands of his
master, no more right to happiness, than if he had been
slain at the moment of his capture. Everywhere then
throughout the Eoman world there was a class of outcasts
whom it was supposed lawful to treat with heartless cruelty,
such as would have been held unlawful if the objects of it
had been fellow-citizens. The ground on which this right
had originally been founded was that the class in question
consisted either of prisoners taken in war, or of the de-
scendants of such prisoners; and that as they were pro-
tected by no treaties, their lives and fortunes were at the
disposal of their captors, or of others to whom the rights
of the captor had passed by purchase.
Now although Christ never, so far as we know, had
occasion to pronounce judgment on the question of
slavery, yet we do not require the testimony of his
earliest followers (declaring that in Christ Jesus there is
neither bond nor free) to assure us that, considered in this
sense, slavery could not be reconciled with his law. The
Edict of Comprehension conferred citizenship upon the
whole outcast class. Under it, whatever law of mutual
help and consideration had obtained between citizen and
citizen, began to obtain between the citizen and his slaves.
The words 'foreign' and * barbarous> lost their meaning;
all nations and tribes were gathered within the pomoerium
of the city of God; and on the baptized earth the Ehine
and the Thames became as Jordan, and every sullen

